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My Job

Technology Integration Specialist
• Responsible for most technology integration professional development in the district
• Work directly with teachers on strategies for integrating technology
• Work with curriculum resource teachers to integrate technology into curriculum
• I define technology to include hardware, software, and web-based tools, PLUS digital literacy and 21st century skills
What I Want to Talk About
What They Want to Talk About :)
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Guess Who Wins?
You are more likely to behave yourself into new ways of thinking than thinking yourself into new ways of behaving.  -Michael Fullan

Sometimes you just have to take the leap and build your wings on the way down.  -Kobi Yamada
Staff Development Options
Making Connections

NUA Strategies

Language Arts/Math Curriculum

Senteo/Formative Assessments

Using Web 2.0 Tools as Meeting or Learning Enhancers

Example #2

Example #3

To PD, to each other, to curriculum, to technology
Delivering Professional Development in New Ways Through Technology

- Video
- MOODLE
- Smart Recorder
- Blogs
Using Multimedia to Engage Students-

Smartboards-Smart Recorder

Internet

Digital Storytelling

Links to NUA, new curriculum, individualized instruction
What Has Happened?

1. Technology Integration is modeled for teachers AND administrators far more than ever before.

2. Technology is becoming the tool that facilitates learning rather than the cool add on it once was.

3. Teachers are seeing connections between technology and learning.
What's Next?

1. We are exploring ILP modules in MOODLE
2. Expanding our online presence
3. Sharing, sharing, sharing
4. Social Networking-Wayspace
How to Get Started?

1. ADKAR
   * Awareness of the need to change
   * Desire to participate and support the change
   * Knowledge of how to change (and what the change looks like)
   * Ability to implement the change on a day-to-day basis
   * Reinforcement to keep the change in place

2. Managing from the Middle
   Strategic Sneezing

3. Service Oriented Leadership

4. Patience, patience, patience

5. Hold their hand while you push them over the edge :)

6. Build bridges, not silos
PLN: Who do you learn from? Where are they? How do you keep in touch?